
 

Kitsap County Fire District #18 
Board of Commissioners Meeting Minutes 

January 13, 2021 
Poulsbo Fire Department 

Poulsbo, WA 
 

REPRESENTATIVES IN ATTENDANCE: 
 
David Ellingson Commissioner   Darryl Milton  Commissioner  
Jim Ingalls  Commissioner   Chris Quinn  Commissioner   
Jeff Uberuaga Commissioner    Jim Gillard  Fire Chief   
Jeff Russell  Staff    Bruce Peterson Staff 
Lise Alkire  Staff    Wendy Luther Staff 
Brett Annear  Staff    Kevin Vay  Staff 
      
Call to Order:  Meeting was called to order by Chair Ellingson at 4:00pm.   
 

Approval of Agenda:  

Commissioner Ingalls moved to approve the 1/13/2021 agenda.  Commissioner Quinn seconded.  
Discussion:  ASM/HRM noted that the overtime report is through November, not December as 
identified on the agenda.  Motion was called with a unanimous vote to approve the 1/13/2021 agenda 
as modified.  

 

Public Comment:  There was no public comment. 
 

Executive Session: At 5:35 pm Chair Ellingson called for a 25-minute executive session pursuant to 
RCW 42.30.110(1)(b) to consider the selection of a site or the acquisition of real estate and pursuant to 
RCW 42.30.140 relating to collective bargaining issues and negotiations.  At 6:00pm Chair Ellingson 
closed the executive session and reopened the regular meeting.  There was no action taken. 
 

Action Items: 
1. Annual Organizational Meeting 

A. Resolution 21-01 Electing a Chair, Vice-Chair, Financial Officer, etc.  

Commissioner Ingalls moved to elect Commissioners Ellingson, Milton, and Uberuaga as Chair, 
Vice-Chair, and Financial officer respectively and appoint Lise Alkire as District Secretary. 
Commissioner Milton seconded.  Motion was called with a unanimous vote to elect 
Commissioners Ellingson, Milton, and Uberuaga as Chair, Vice-Chair, and Financial officer 
respectively and appoint Lise Alkire as District Secretary. 
 

Commissioner Quinn moved to adopt Resolution 21-01 Electing a Chair, Vice-Chair, Financial 
Officer and appointing a district secretary.  Commissioner Ingalls seconded.  Motion was called 
with a unanimous vote to adopt Resolution 21-01 Electing a Chair, Vice-Chair, Financial Officer 
and appointing a district secretary. 

B. Resolution 21-02 Establishing Date, Time, and Place of Regular Meetings 

Commissioner Quinn moved to adopt Resolution 21-02 Establishing Date, Time, and Place of 
Regular Meetings.  Commissioner Ingalls seconded.  Motion was called with a unanimous vote 
to adopt Resolution 21-02 Establishing Date, Time, and Place of Regular Meetings. 
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2. Consent Agenda: 

Commissioner Uberuaga moved to approve the 1/13/2021 consent agenda. Commissioner Quinn 
seconded.  Motion was called with a unanimous vote to approve the 1/13/2021 consent agenda.                           

3. Ratification Fund 90912 $19,494.74  Uberuaga/Quinn (all three) 
4. Ratification Fund 90912 $16,500.00   
5. Ratification Fund 90915 $8,555.60   

Commissioner Uberuaga moved to ratify vouchers as presented for fund 90912 in the amount of 
$19,494.74; fund 90912 in the amount of $16,500.00; and, fund 90915 in the amount of $8,555.60.  
Commissioner Quinn seconded.  Discussion:  It was confirmed vouchers had been reviewed and there 
was nothing of concern.  Motion was called with a unanimous vote to ratify vouchers as presented for 
fund 90912 in the amount of $19,494.74; fund 90912 in the amount of $16,500.00; and, fund 90915 in 
the amount of $8,555.60. 

Discussion Items: 
1. Staffing/Hiring Update:  ASM/HRM reported conditional offers had been made to four candidates 

who are working through their pre-hire requirements.  While the goal is still to have a February 1st 
start date, that is dependent on scheduling capacity for the physical and psychological evaluations 
and allowing for candidates to provide their current employer with at least two weeks’ notice and the 
start date may need to be pushed back to February 8th or 15th. Additionally, one candidate requires 
a current CPAT evaluation, although it appears that evaluation is readily available.  Background 
checks are in the final stages.  Chief Gillard confirmed Lt. Harvey is scheduled to move to the fire 
prevention position on February 1st and Lt Serwold intends to utilize vacation leave for his last 
month prior to his official exit date of July 1st.  While additional hiring this year is not anticipated, if 
something unforeseen arises that strategy may need to be re-evaluated.  Considerations will 
include hiring costs versus overtime exposure if the position is not filled.  If one of the current 
candidates is unable to fulfill conditional offer requirements, the department will move forward with 
three hires for the immediate future.  

2. Fleet Update:  FM Annear provided an update on the status of the fleet as well as the 2021 engine 
replacement.  Staff vehicle assignments have been reevaluated to accommodate the new daytime 
assignments.  There was also a preconstruction meeting for the engine replacement where change 
orders were reviewed and approved; it is anticipated those change orders will result in no net 
increase in cost.  The final specifications should be finalized early next week and then the project 
will move to the production line.  Once that timeline is received, site visits will be scheduled.  FM 
Annear expects this build to take 300 days to delivery and that count starts once the final 
specifications are received next week.  FM Annear continued his report by noting a medic unit has 
been scheduled in June for the re-chassis process which will also include some safety updates.  
From past experience, it is expected this project will take 60-90 days.  There was discussion 
regarding possible alternative engine specifications for future needs; for instance an elevated 
master stream.  It was also confirmed that once the 2021 engine is received an old engine will be 
surplussed, but it’s not anticipated that any staff cars will be surplussed due to increased daytime 
needs as previously mentioned. Commissioner Milton requested a white paper on the elevated 
master stream engine examining its service capabilities and FM Annear confirmed this will be done 
as part of the evaluation process. FM continued his report by providing an update on the marine 
units:  Marine 71 overheated this week on a call due to mud and a failed pump; work on the 
Evinrude engine is challenging as the only shop that will work on it is located in Olympia.  Marine 74 
returned about a month ago from its annual service and the fire pump test is scheduled for next 
month.  FM Annear closed his report by noting that the staff cars and equipment are in good 
condition. 

3. City and PFD Cares ILA:  Chief Gillard reported he had sent the draft ILA to attorney Brian Snure 
for review; attorney Snure provided some minor edits and now the document is being reviewed by 
the City Attorney.  There is also final review required of the City’s contract with the social services 
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provider to ensuring district indemnification.  These processes should be completed by next week 
with the goal of sending this information to the board by the end of next week for discussion at the 
January 27th regular meeting. 
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Informational Items: 
1. COVID-19 Status Report:  Chief Gillard confirmed he is no longer serving on the EOC, although 

B/C Krech is still involved.  Unfortunately, infection rates continue going up around the county and 
although hospital ICU status is still viable, hospital staffing is a separate issue.  Vaccination delivery 
is on-going and the next step is more involvement with delivering community vaccinations; in order to 
achieve 70% herd immunity, it is estimated that 1,500 – 2,000 people per day need to be vaccinated.  
The process isn’t just about getting the vaccine into arms; there is the tracking process as well as the 
required 15-minute post-vaccination patient observation that needs to be facilitated.  These are 
some of the areas in which the district can support the lead agency, but any participation must be 
cost-neutral to the district.  The state chiefs association is exploring a state-wide mobilization plan, 
but funding remains an issue.  It was confirmed that fire departments don’t have the ability to store 
vaccines, so participation will be on the operational and delivery side of the equation. 

2. Readiness Center Update:  D/C Russell reported the training consortium representatives will be 
meeting again on Friday, January 15th and both groups (operations and financials) are finalizing their 
proposals.  He closed his report by noting although it was anticipated this process would be 
completed by now, this is a complicated subject and it is better to be thorough than quick. 

3. Overtime Report (November):  D/C Russell reported he is anticipating overtime expenditures will 
come in under budget; there was a slight increase in November’s minimum staffing overtime 
compared to October due to some COVID exposures of our personnel to some individuals who had 
tested positive; in an abundance of caution the decision was made to keep them out of the 
workforce.  It was confirmed those exposures were not due to lack of communication regarding 
patient responses.  Captain Gillanders remains the “gatekeeper” for tracking personnel exposures 
and any necessary quarantine time.  D/C Russell was pleased to report that due to the diligence of 
Captain Gillanders and operational staff, no firefighters tested positive in 2020 due to a workplace 
exposure.  Some reimbursement through FEMA may be available for COVID related overtime and 
FM Luther continues working through EMAC reimbursement; unfortunately both those processes 
can take a significant amount of time.  

4. Operations Report (December):  D/C Russell briefly reviewed the Kitsap 911 Activity Report that 
had been distributed earlier.  The report shows that Poulsbo and South Kitsap were the only two 
districts with an overall increase in calls for 2020 with increases of 1.5% and just over 1% 
respectively.  December’s internal data collection indicates the district responded to 336 calls, 
provided mutual aid 17 times and received mutual aid 36 times.  For 2020, the district provided 
mutual aid 370 times and received it 307 times.  Additionally, FM Luther confirmed that the final 2020 
operational budget report should be available at the February 10th meeting.  D/C Russell continued 
his report by noting two significant events that had already occurred in January: a person was 
rescued from the water in Liberty Bay and the recent well-publicized significant mudslide on NW 
Seclusion Cove Way resulting in one home and associated buildings on that particular parcel being 
red tagged; seven other homes are yellow-tagged, and the hill still remains unstable.  Captain Vay 
responded to that incident and was invited to share his experience.  Captain Vay provided a brief 
overview of the scene and commended his crew on their quick response and professionalism in 
responding to this call; there were no injuries to responders or civilians and that could have very 
easily not been the result.  The report was closed by noting the hospital move went very well, 
although the process took longer than anticipated, not being completed until about five in the 
afternoon after starting about four in the morning.  
  

Commissioner and Staff Comments: 
Commissioner Uberuaga noted how nice it was to see FM Annear at the meeting and inquired if he 
had enough help in the maintenance shop.  Chief Gillard confirmed he doesn’t have enough help and 
the last analysis of the fleet showed that the district should have 1.4 mechanics; for a period of time the 
district had a second mechanic, but that position was let go during the economic downturn several 
years ago.  He added that the front office is also in need of help.  Chief Gillard and Chief Smith are in 
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discussion regarding potentially establishing a central vehicle maintenance shop.  Chief Gillard remains 
concerned about succession planning for both these areas and hopes to have a plan by the end of the 
year. 
Commissioner Ingalls reported he will not be attendance at the February meetings. 
D/C Peterson reported on the previous day’s bid opening for the decontamination room remodel 
project.  Seven bids were received and were fairly close in cost ranging from $242,000 to $280,000.  All 
bid packages seemed to meet requirements, but they will be more closely evaluated and he expects to 
make a recommendation to the board at the first meeting in February. D/C Peterson closed by reporting 
he had received notice from the city that the building permit for this project had been issued. 
Commissioner Milton expressed his support for exploring a plan to combine efforts for fleet 
maintenance highlighting that by combining efforts, there may be the opportunity to specialize in areas 
in different agencies and not be a need to combine functions in just one facility.  He also commented 
that smaller engines may need to be explored for many of the district’s calls; Chief Gillard responded 
that smaller engines are being explored for cross staffing, but the larger engines will likely remain the 
primary response vehicle as they have the capacity to hold so much of often required equipment and 
capabilities. Commissioner Milton inquired about the impact of the primary ER being moved to 
Silverdale; D/C Russell responded anecdotally a reduction in out-of-service time is being seen, but it is 
his intent to evaluate the data for six months to provide fact-based information on unit reliability. 
Commissioner Milton closed his comments by confirming this year’s Legislative Day had been 
cancelled; that was confirmed and it was noted Chief Gillard is developing priorities in partnership with 
the fire commissioners to ensure shared priorities are communicated to our legislators. 
Commissioner Ellingson reported he had been contacted by the Boundary Review Board’s clerk, 
Carolyn Gourley, regarding a nomination for continuing John Szymanski’s representation for special 
purpose districts.  Commissioner Ellingson reminded the board Mr. Szymanski had been originally 
nominated by the district when first appointed and his term expires 1/31/21. ASM/HRM Alkire will be in 
contact with Commissioner Ellingson to see if this needs to be an agenda item for the January 27th 
meeting.  Commissioner Ellingson closed his remarks by noting the scheduled speaker for the 1/26/21 
KCFCA meeting is Paul Andrews, the Kitsap county Auditor.  An area of interest for the group is to get 
clarification of validation requirements for measures after the presidential election; specifically, in the 
instances where the presidential vote was cast, but other measures on the ballot were not, does that 
vote count as part of the number on which the required number of votes for validation is computed.  It 
was also confirmed that ASM/HRM Alkire will notify the board when the resolutions adopted earlier in 
the meeting are prepared for signatures. 
 
Public Comment: There was no public in attendance. 
 
Good of the Order:  
Next Regular Meeting scheduled for Wednesday, January 27, 2021 at 16:00 via Zoom™ 
KCFCA Meeting scheduled for Tuesday, January 26, 2021 at 16:00 via Zoom™ 
 
Adjourn:  The meeting was adjourned by common consent at 6:06 p.m. 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
____________________ 
Lise D. Alkire, KCFD #18 Secretary to the Board  


